2021-2022 CASCL Board Meeting #3
10/18/21 - 7:00 P.M.
Present: Kiana, Sofia, Michaela, Jordan, Gil, Jon, Kevin, Lauren
1.) Updates
A. Sofia
a. Finished form for Nuntius Editor
b. Starting to get submission forms for That’s Entertainment and Olympika
B. Kiana
a. Made Google forms for Olympika, copied over logistic forms
C. Michaela
a. Signed up for SCRAM and Ludi, taking minutes and sent them to Gil to post
on website
D. Kevin
a. Went through the Constitution, the Creed is not currently in line with the
NJCL Creed, since the NJCL is currently reviewing the Creed, there’s also
some grammatical edits
E. Jordan
a. There are Ludi and Olympika applications for Nationals, if there are people
who want to help at the national level
F. Lauren
a. Has been working on the Kahoot! and will be sending it over tonight
G. Gil
a. Website has been updated with the minutes and Constitution
b. Planning to do a board takeover on Instagram in the lead up to SCRAM
H. Jon
a. National Committee on Ethics is taking new primary members, who oversee
violations of the Code of Conduct, looking for more diverse perspectives
and members
2.) Publicizing SCRAM and Ludi Registration
A. Registration links
a. Posting links from Instagram captions to the CASCL Linktree
b. Posting links on Instagram stories
B. Use a tiny.url for the registrations so that it’s easier to copy the link
C. Updating MailChimp and asking email recipients to make us a friendly sender so
our emails don’t go to spam

3.) SCRAM Registration Form
A. 5 people currently registered
B. From between today and October 22nd, we need daily reminders on email and
social media for people to register
4.) SCL Social
A. SCRAM ends at 4pm, shifting the SCL Social to 5pm
B. Continuing to do Jackbox Games activities
C. Halloween Costume Contest
a. Having superlatives for the contest
i.
“Most Likely to Kill Caesar”
ii.
Tease the superlatives in the Officer Takeover: “My costume would
most likely to be ____”
5.) Officer Takeovers
A. Posting on CASCL Instagram story, allow people to ask questions, take people
throughout your day
B. Assigned days for Officer Takeovers and Instagram story posts
a. Jon will send over tips for what to mention

